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Janelle Spahn, the newly crowned Mrs.
Colorado Globe, drove all the way to
Las Vegas with her mother and two
young daughters to perfect her already
radiant, winning smile. When asked
why, she answered, “I have always
admired a great smile. In fact, the first
money I ever saved, I spent on cosmetic
dentistry to fix a small gap in my upper
front teeth. That was in 1998.” That smile
helped her to win the Mrs. Colorado
Globe crown earlier this year.
She explained further, “One of the prizes
for winning the Mrs. Colorado Globe
pageant was a Smile Makeover from the
MAC Veneers Company. They are well
known for producing some of the finest
hand crafted porcelain veneers in the
dental industry. I couldn’t pass that up.
After winning, they recommended one
of their top docs to perform my Smile
Makeover, Saeid Mohtashami, DDS of
All Bright Smiles in Las Vegas.”
“I didn’t waste any time,” she said. “I
inspected his website where I found
more information about the doctor
and was able to see some of his before
and after case photos. It was amazing
to see how completely natural his work
looked. I quickly contacted his office to

schedule my complimentary consultation.
A week later my mom, the girls and I made
the drive.”
“From the moment I walked in to the
office, I was treated like royalty. When I
told them that wasn’t necessary, one of his
team members said they treat everyone
that way. They make sure their guests are
comfortable from the very beginning. The
team pampered me as they did my cleaning
and x-rays. When I saw Dr. Mohtashami he
was very likable and gentle. We discussed
exactly why I wanted my Smile Makeover
and what could be done to improve
my smile. I didn’t really think he could
make a huge difference; after all, I had
just won a pageant with this smile. I was
very wrong!”
Over the next two visits (two more trips
from Colorado to Las Vegas and back),
the doctor would transform a pretty good
smile into a fantastic smile. “He replaced my
old veneers (4) and added six more across
the upper teeth in my smile zone,” said
Janelle. “I can’t believe the improvement.
My friends and family were astounded
at how big of a difference just the temporary
veneers made, and now that I have
the permanent veneers, they can’t stop
talking about how beautiful my new

smile is. That’s exactly what I wanted”.
“When I saw Janelle’s contestant photos,”
said Dr. Mohtashami, “my first thought
was that she has such a beautiful face and
that she would look terrific with a smile
that compliments her features. I could see
she had a good smile, but I could also see
where I could improve on it. I was anxious
to meet her and show her how I could
help her.”
When it comes to cosmetic dentistry,
it pays to go to the best. Do the research.
It’s important to find out specifically
what training the doctor has. Cosmetic
Dentistry is not a recognized specialty
and any dentist can advertise that
they are a cosmetic dentist. And any
good dentist should be concerned with
the aesthetic or cosmetic appearance
of their work; however, there can be a
huge gap in the specific training for
cosmetic procedures such as veneers,
bonding, metal-free crowns, metal-free
filling and smile makeovers, from one
dentist to another.
A patient should always ask about
the materials the doctor uses for their
cosmetic procedures because you will only
want the very best veneers in your mouth.
They need to look natural and be durable.
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Experience is a must have when a dentist
is going to improve on Mother Nature.
A patient will want someone who has
performed these delicate procedures
more than just a few times. Ask to see
the doctor’s photo album featuring
many before and after photos of their
very own patients. Many dental offices
use stock photography to advertise
or sell cases. Some of the photos are
even of people with natural smiles and
haven’t ever had any major cosmetic
dentistry performed.
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Dr. Saeid Mohtashami attends the
prestigious Las Vegas Institute of Advanced
Dental Studies regularly to update his
cosmetic dentistry training and advance
his practice. Dr. Mohtashami has the
training, the experience, and uses only the
best materials he can find for his clients. He
proudly offers MAC Veneers, the highest
quality veneers available.
Janelle is now off to compete in the Miss
USA Globe pageant. Armed with her new,
All Bright Dental smile, Janelle is sure to
acquire more pageant crowns. We wish her
the best and much more success!

Dr. Saeid Mohtashami has a team of great people
to serve you. They deliver personalized care to
their clients, utilizing the newest technology to
deliver the highest quality. They take tremendous
pride in how natural their work looks.
Call for your consultation today!
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